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CHAPTER I
TTATKMF.HT AND DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

i

\

i

CHAPTER I
STATEMENT AND DEFINITION OF THE PHOBIC
INTRODUCTION
Success is an elusive term.

Its definition is depen-

/

dent not only upon the individual’s concept of it in terms
of himself, but also upon the opinions of others.

Success

in the eyes of one person may be deemed failure by another.
Webster defines success as *...a favorable or satisfactory
outcome or result.**

From a teaching standpoint, this def¬

inition seems to suffice.
Why is it that some people succeed in so many of their
undertakings while others continue to experience failure?
This is a question which teachers would like to have an¬
swered, for in the classroom It can readily bo observed
V

that some children regularly meet with success, while oth¬
ers, even those of comparable I*Q.*s, fail just as consist¬
ently.

Is is possible that successful students shere com¬

mon characteristics?

If they do, what are these traits,

and could a teacher use such information in adapting her
teaching methods to encourage and promote success?
ter believes that such characteristics do exist.

The wri¬
Therefore,

^'.'gfrster’a *■«>: World Pletlonnry of. tho Am^rlocn *-anguage. (The ^orld Publishing Company, Cleveland and New York
1951/» Volume II, p.1450.

3
this study will review these factors and suggest applica¬
tions of this information to the teaching of reading to re¬
luctant readers.
The following four factors are suggested by the writer
#>

as being shared by successful students:
(1)

They have a positive self-concept; that is, they
believe in themselves and their own capabilities,

(2)

They have a strong desire to succeed,

(3)

They have a healthy backlog of successes to sus¬
tain them through inevitable failures,

(4)

These people seem to know where they are going;
they are more likely to have goals.

The reluctant reader lacks these characteristics.
concept of himself is a negative one.

Bio

According to Combs:

If the child has great reading problems, and he
experiences little success in reading, his con¬
cept of himself will be that of a * *non-reader*.
..•qince the conception ha has of himself in reading
is a negative one, he falls to make the progress
necessary for him to experience success and im¬
provement • 2
Desire for success on the part of the reluctant reader
is often non-existent.

Consistent failures have produced

a complacency that borders on complete resignation.

2

How

* Association for Supervision and Curriculum DevelopB«nt, Perceiving.. jjy>.havln.t....Igdoalffit. Yearbook, (196s), p.25.

4

much easier It is to fall especially since everyone expects
failure from him anyway !

This situation may have been cre¬

ated inadvertently by concerned parents, well-meaning friends
and sometimes even teachers;

for seldom, if ever, does a

child enter school ©xpeotlng to fall,

Cn the contrary, he

usually comes fired with enthusiasm for learning.

He is es¬

pecially anxious to learn to read as soon as possible.

If

his initial reading experiences are associated with failure,
a negative feeling soon develops and the enthusiasm begins
to fade.

Failure becomes a habit—an accepted habit.

In order to rekindle the desire to succeed, the teach¬
er must first break the failure habit.

She must put suc¬

cess within easy reach of the learner.

In fact, she must

create situations in which it is virtually impossible to
fail.
Beluctant readers have no backlog of successes, but
rather a backlog of failures.

By providing many opportuni¬

ties for success, the discouraged reader will be better able
to deal with an occasional failure.

According to Combs:

.,.The best guarantee we have that a person will
be able to deal with the future effectively is
that he has been essentially successful in the
past. People learn that they are able, not from
failure, but from success,3

3»Tbld.. p.53.

5

J’eadXesa to say, reluctant readers have no goals.
Often they have been subjected to repetitive work to the
point where they are sure that they are going nowhere.
Since it would be difficult for a discouraged child to set
realistic goals for himself, these should be provided by
the teacher.
f-tatemont of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine the ef¬
fects of a deliberately positive approach to the teaching
of reading, on the reading achievement of reluctant readers.
>

The following method was used:
In a small-group plan, reading was taught through a
positive approach incorporating the four success character¬
istics.
This approach involved:
(a)

The systematic development of oositlv© selfconcepts

(b)

The creation of a desire to succeed

(c)

The provision of a backlog of successes

(d)

The provision of teacher-set goals

In order to accomplish the major purpose of the study,
the following secondary objectives were considered:
(a)

An investigation of the value of biblio-

6

therapy In the teaching of a positive solf-concept
(b)

Consideration of or&lse and reward as a means of
creating a desire for success

(c>

Consideration of individual interests as a means
of motivation

(d)

Consideration of complete self-selection of li¬
brary material# regardless of level of difficulty
as a means of promoting interest In library books

(e)

Consideration of frequent teacher-re^d stories
t

as a means of developing better listening skills
(f)

Consideration of the use of the tape recorder as
a means of self-evaluation in oral reading

Definition and Pollneatlon of tHe Problem
The study involved the following steps:
(1)

Selection of a group of Heluctant Headers on the
%

basis of neg tive attitudes toward reading and
histories of reading failures
(2)

Administering of individual reading achievement
tests

(3)

Formulating of individual reading expectancies
through use of the Bond Formula

(4)

Administering individual diagnostic reading tests

(5)

Administering projective and direct sentence com-

7

pletlon tests to determine personality factors
(6)

Teaching reading during a five month period according to the positive approach to be described
in detail in Chapter XII

(7)

HottestIng at the end of the five month period in
order to determine gains in reading achievement
and changes in self-concepts

(8)

Analysing the obtained data as follows:
(a)

Comparing results of achievement tests, be¬
fore and after the study

(b)

Comparing the new achievement scores with
the levels of expectanoy

(c)

Comparing the results of diagnostic tests
before and after the study

(d)

Comparing the results of the projective and
direct sentence completion tests

Definition of Tegma
3XBLI0THEHAPY

The us© of books to pro¬
vide the child with spe¬
cific experiences he lacks
to satisfy basic psychol¬
ogical needs*1

4**«nr Joan Kluwe, Self linage nnd First Grede Punll,
Ginn and Company Contributions to Heading, Humber 33, 1964.

BOBO F03MULA

A formula used for determin¬
ing the leva] of expectancy
of a child's res ding achieve¬
ment

(X.Q. times years in

school plus 1.0)
DIRECT SENTENCE
COMPLETION TEST

5

A personality test in whioh
a person responds to an in¬
complete first person sen¬
tence such as:

My favorite

subject is
GUIDED BEADING

.

A technique used in the teach*
ing of reading by which the
teacher literally guides pu¬
pils through difficult pas¬
sages

LEVEL OF EXPECTANCY

The grade level at which a
child can be expected to achieve according to his I.Q.
and his years in school

MOTIVATION

That which energises the
organism, gives direction to

^‘Guy Bond and •Hies Tinker, Heading Qlf.rinul.tlM.
Correction. Appieton-Century Crofts,
Inc., p.77.

n

activity, and selects the
goals deemed valuable
PROJECTIVE SENTENCE
CO^tSTICK TEST

6

A personality test In tvhloh
a person responds to an in¬
complete third person sen¬
tence such as:

Jack•a fa¬

vorite teacher la _.
(A tendency to identify with
that person has been noted.)
HELUCTANT hEADBH

For the purpose of this study,
a reluctant reader can be de¬
fined as a child whose atti¬
tude toward reading is nega¬
tive.

SELF-CONCEPT

...the central aspect of per¬
sonality, consisting of a num¬
ber of organized, defined ob¬
jects, or Ideas, each with a
corresponding attitude indica¬
ting its adequacy in the eyes

v>* Howard L. Kingsley and dalph Garry, The Nature and
Condition? of Learning. Prentice Hall, Ino., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., 1959, p.?06.

of the person who is liter

ally looking at himself and
judging himself.

7

SELF-CONCEPT (Negative)

A negative view of one's self

SELF-CONCEPT (Positive)

A positive view of one's self

i

•.

^'Ted Landsman, "The Role of the Self-Concept In
Learning situations’, Tha.JUgh. School. .Journal. Volume 45,
April, 1962, P.49.

f
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

Research was reviewed in the following areas related
to this study:
(1)

Personality patterns common to successful readers

(2)

The self-conoept as is related to learning

(3)

Motivation
(a) To learning in general
(b) To the teaching of reading

(4)

Goal setting

jf

Personality Patterns
Is there a personality pattern oonmon to successful
readers?

Keshian* sought the answer to this pertinent

question in a study Involving seventy-two fifth graders
selected randomly from over four hundred successful read¬
ers.

Besides Individual case studies and questionnaires,

parent interviews were also used.

The Stanford Reading

Test, the Iowa Silent Reading Test, the Aspects of Person¬
ality and California Test of Personality were administered
to each student.
In an analysis of results, no single factor seemed to

.0. Keshiaw, "Is There a Personality Pattern Common
to Successful Readers," Elementary English. XXXIK (March,
1962), pp.229-30.

13

appear to influence reading success, but rather a combin¬
ation of factors, the moot significant of which was an In¬
tegrated personality.

The range of personality patterns

was wide, hut a positive normal behavior w»s characteris¬
tic of almost every child.

Although many studies have been done showing the rela¬
tionship between parents* perceptions and children*e selfconcepts, few have been reported concerning the teacher*s
relationship to the child*• salf-eonoept.

Findings of most

studies, however, have implication# for education.
In one of several studies by Helper^, an attempt was
made to apply S-H learning theory to the learning of selfconcept.

He found a relationship between a child*» identi¬

fication with a parent and parental reward.

Helper also

found a low relationship between ratings by parents of
eighth and ninth graders and self-reports.
In a study Involving college students, Wiyssoto and
Dornbusch

3

found a high relationship between a person*a

stated perception of self and his perception of what other

' ‘Falcolm M. Helper, "Parental Evaluations of Children
•»tv3 Children'? S.lf-Evalurtlons," J2MEXIS1.at UmBUL
Social Psychology.. March, 1958, pp. 190-9*1.
3*S, /rank Miyamoto and Sanford W. Dornbuach, "A Test
of Intar-actionist Hypothesis of Self-ConceptIon,
American
Journal of Sociology. March, 1956, pp.399-403.

14

peool© think of him*
Using special play materials, Walsh

4

investigated the

difference in handling of these materials between lowachieving and adequately-achieving bright boys.

In what ap¬

pears to be an unscientific procedure, self-concepts were
inferred from behavior.

She reported that low achievers

viewed themselves as being unable to express emotion and
had feelings of inadequacy and rejection.
« 5
7uk in a more compile ted study, lends support to the
findings of Welsh.

Using projective instruments and obeer-

v nee of actual behavior of sixth graders, he found th^t be*
havlor was governed not only by tendencies to perceive life
in certain ways, but also by the interaction of situations
and self.

In accordance with Walsh, he feels that:

Self-theory proposes that feelings of inadequacy,
Insecurity, self-rejection, and the like would
lower motivations, level of aspiration, and actual
performance.®
Experimenting with matched fourth grades, Staines

7

*Ann M. Walsh, “Self-Concepts of Bright Boys With
Learning Difficulties,* Tenohere* College. Columbia Univer¬
sity, Hew York, 1956* p.79*
^•Gerald H. Euk, "The Influence of Social Context on
Impulse and Control Tendencies In Pre-adolescents,0 Genetic
Psychology Monographs. LIV (November, 1956), pp.117-.166.
6,Ibld.. p.118.

7

J.W#3talnee, *Seif-Picture as a Factor in the Class¬
room,* Journal of Educational Psychology, XXVIII (June,1958),
pp. 97-111.
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had one teacher Instruct in the usual way, while the other,
although teaching the same subject matter, attempted to help
the children build self-concepts,
groups were tested.

After a year, the two

Although there was little difference

academically, the latter class scored significantly higher
In mental health.
In hie critical review of the literature concerning
perception, Jenkin^ reported that the major problem is
the ambiguity of the definitions of perception.

He also

noted the discrepancy between self-concepts and self-reports as tending to reduce the meaningfulness of some of
the research since self-reports in some form are used by
most researchers.

Another of the limitations is that much

of the research has been don© only at the college level.

Motivation
Studies in motivation, the combination of ©vents
which serve to aotiv?te the child and regulate his behavior
in connection with goals^ are plentiful, but controversial.
One of the early experiments in motivation in 1925 by

o

•Hoel Jenkin, "Affective Processes in Perception,"
Psychological Bulletin. LIV, (Haroh, 1957), pp. 100-127.
Q

**Howard L. Kingsley and Halph Garry, The Nature and
Conditions of Learning (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, New Jer»eySl951*. )p.l91.

16

Hurlock*0 concerned the influence of praise and blame, reward and punishment, success and failure upon school work*
Using four matched groups of fourth and sixth graders
selected on the basis of Intelligence tests and arithmetic
skill, fifteen minutes daily was devoted to addition prac¬
tice for five consecutive days*

The control group received

separate tests without any comments as to performance.

The

other three* groups were tested together, but the incentive
conditions were varied.

One group received much praise and

encouragement besides being called by name.

The reproved

group was continually criticized for poor work and mistakes.
Although the fourth group was Ignored in terms of recogni¬
tion, they could hear what me said to the other two groups.
Gains were made In the following order: praise group, re¬
proved

roup, ignored group, control group.

Other Interesting outcomes of the same study were the
individual differences.

Girls were observed to have m de

gre ter gains than boys in the praised group, while the
opposite w a true in the reproved group.

Superior pupils

were found to be most affected by reproof.

10

’Elizabeth Hurloek, "An Evaluation of Certain Incentives
Us«a m School Work," Journal Of .Sdwi.tilonalJltxehQlflgx.
XVI (1925), PP. l<»5-59.

17
Results of the study can be seen in the following diagram.

TABLE 1
GAINS MADE IN ADDITION 3Y 4th AND 6th GRADE PUPILS
UNDER DIFFERENT INCENTIVE CONDITIONS (Hurlock,1925)

PRAISED GROUP

Bruner

12

in a later study, argued against the heavy

reliance of pupils on teacher approval, because of a ten¬
dency to develop conforming and rote behavior and to hin¬
der independent motivation.

. IMil*»
.

11

12

P«157.

Jerome S# Bruner, "The Act of Discovery,” Harvard
Educational Review. XXXI (Winter, 19^1), pp.21-3?.~

In his studies at McGill bnlvorslfcy, Hebb

revealed

that people pieced in environments with limited stimuli
can only endure that situation for short periods.

When the

ranee of stimuli Is restricted, people become accustomed to
it, end lose their capacity to maintain the orvanlvation on
which alert learning behavior depends.

This Infers that hu¬

mans need a continuous flow of stimuli in order to learn.
It would seem that teachers then, should provide this
flow of stimuli.

However, the assumption that a little mo¬

tivation Is .rood, therefore a lot rsuot bo better, should not
be made.
\j±
In another study by Bruner* , reason Is given to doubt
the above assumption.

By placing animals in a discrimina¬

tion apparatus for the purpose of determining the range of
cues to which the animals responded, the following relation¬
ship was found to be true:
...the more pressing the requirement that an
organism reach a goal rapidly, the more hin¬
dering will be a set for considering many al¬
ternative cues. Thus, to speed up goal

13.

D.O. Kebfc, “The Motivating Affects of Exteroceptive
Stimulation, * MsEjgflfl-P-gXSfiaia&i?!. 1958, p.13.

*. Jerome

1

S. Bruner, Jean Hotter, and Miriam Fap^nek,
"Breadth of Learning as a Function of Drive Level and
Heohani*atlon," Psyoholofrlaal evVe*. 1955, p.62.

19

attainment, and organism sacrifices breadth
of attention and consequently fere dth of
learning.>~
l6
According to McClelland , motivational arousal takes
l

place when a discrepancy exists between the presented stlrauli and the existing stimuli.

When a large discrepancy ex¬

ists, the learner becomes displeased and tends to avoid the
situation.
fective.
ing.

Small discrepancies would seem to be more ef¬
The following implication can be drawn for teach¬

Hovelty in learning situations is effective only to a

certain point.

That point must be determined by the teacher.

In motivation studies dealing directly with reading,
1?
Adams
found that the individualised reading approach was
especially valuable in developing positive attitudes toward
reading and high interest even among children waking slow
progress.

u. tM£»»

p»6?0

.

16

D.C.McClelland and E.I.Lowell, The Achievement
Motive. Appieton-Century Crofts, 1953.

17.
Phyllis S. Adams, "An Investigation of an Individ¬
ualized Heading Program and & Modified Basel Heading Pro¬
gram in First Grade,* (Unpublished dissertation, University
of Denver, 1962), quoted in Dissertation Abstracts,XXIII,
p.945.

20

Goal setting is generally referred to by psychologists
as the L. A„, the level of aspiration.

In many studies, the

relationship between the L.A. and generalized motives to
achieve can be noted.
Davids and White

18

, in their 1958 study found that dis¬

turbed children’s goal setting after failure w~«s affected
not only by the nature of the task, but also by the threat
of loss of self-esteem and threat of loss of the experiment¬
er’s admiration.

The L.A.’s either dropped considerably, or

increased toward extremely unrealistic goals.
Children with negative self-concepts or whose selfconcepts were uncertain were found to over-estimate their
goals, or to set them very low and bl>we themselves for
failure.

This study w^s done by Steiner.

19

In a study of successful pupils by Worrell

20

, the

18.
Anthony Davids and Augustus White, “Effects of Suc¬
cess and Failure and Social Facilitations on Level of Aspir¬
ation in Emotionally Disturbed and Normal Children," Journal
of FersonailM. XXVI (Kerch, 19585# pp.77-93.
19#
Ivan D. Steiner, "Self-Perception and Goal-Setting
Bshavlor," Journal of Peraonallty. XXV (Flaroh, 195?),PP.354-55.

.

20

L. Worrell, "Level of Aspiration and Academic Success,"
Journal of Educational Psychology. L (April, 1959), pp.97-54.

21

tendency was evident toward holding the L.A. close to pre¬
vious performance.
Important implications for teaching can be found in Ro21
.
senfeld and Zander's
1961 study in which they showed thrt
although disapproval of inadequate performance did not af¬
fect aspiration level, when the ottpll thought he had done
his heat, the I.A. was negatively affected.
K.Ht.* T.lt.pr^ture
*ore research is needed according to Homse
effects of reading on the Individual,

22

in the

Teachers tend to

place more emphasis on the methodology then on the product.
The moat Important factor in the development of the
self-concept is the child’s ability to identify with others.
In relating the Implications for education, Horns# quotes a
doctoral study by Perkins:
Specifically, the self-concept can be used in
education: (a) as a psychological construct
which enables teachers, counselors, parents,

.

21

Howard IS* Sosenfeld and Alvin Zander, ”The Influence
of Teachers on Aspirations of Students," Journal of Kduc*11 om 1 Psvcholo,ry» LV (February, 1961), pp.1-11.

.

22

Alma Cross Homze, "The Self-Concept and Heading,”
Elementary ngllah. XXXIX (Mmrch, 1962), pp.210-15.

22

ani others to achieve with training, deeper
understandings and insight® into the behavior
and development of children, and (b) as a vi¬
tal and important aspect of looming ©nd de¬
velopment which the school through its educa¬
tional processes seeks to promote and foster
in e?ch child. 3
Komsse hypothesizes that reading failure and negative
self-concepts arc related.
pk
Although a study by Osborn ' was of interest, his
discussion of its side effects was more pertinent.

In

viewing the motivation of high school students toward cer¬
tain subjects, one out of every seven students reported his
*

reasons for motivation in terms of success or failure exper¬
iences; thrt is, highly motivated students related this to
success experiences.
As one tenth grader so aptly commented:
"It feels good to succeed •.*
Suag^ry of

3alflJa&.Research

In research concerning successful readers, a positive
normal behavior seems to be characteristic.
Fow studies have bean done involving the self-concept
as it relates directly to reading achievement.

However, it

23.
Uiti.f P.212.
24.
0. Keith Osborn, "It Feels Good to Succeed,” Grade
Teacher. February, 1963, pp.133-39.

23

can be noted that a discrepancy exists between self-concept
and self-report*

Also evident is a correlation between feel¬

ings of inadequacy and low performance level.
Studies in motivation indicate a positive correlation
between praise and achievement.

A need to inereis® the flow

of stimuli in order to further motivate pupils is evident.
Unrealistic goal setting seems to result from failures
and negative self-concepts.

CHAPTER HI

PROCEDURES

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES

Location and Duration of the Study
The writer was very fortunate in being able to con¬
duct this study at the Mark*s Meadow Laboratory School at
the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, Massachusetts.
The co-operation of classroom teachers, special teachers,
and administrators was

neatly appreciated.

The study took place during a five month period be¬
ginning in October of 1964 and ending in February of 1965.
Selection of Subjects
Subjects were selected by a qualified reading special¬
ist in co-operation with the classroom teachers.

Selection

was based on the following factors:
(1)

Enrollment in Grade 2 or Grade 3

(2)

History of reading failures

(3)

Negative attitude toward reading

No attempt was made to match the subjects according to
I.Q., sex, or age since the probability of finding such a
matched group within the established limits was unlikely.
The final selection included eight children; 3ix boys
and two girls.

25

History of the Subjects
Since only eight children were selected, the writer
has chosen to describe briefly the history of each.

Boy #1
/

Outward appearances belle the fact that this child has
a history of reading failures.

Blond and fair-complected,

his blue eyes are lively and inquisitive.
However, in spite of an I.Q. of 104, his first year
In school was characterized by one failure after another.
His report card grades were all N's (Needs improvement),
while the teacher comments stated: brief attention span, *
little effort, little progress.
Repeating Grado 1 did not seem to remedy the situation.
In fact, it is highly probable that it served only to dis¬
courage further an already discouraged child.
U

*

•

v

r'

,

Again his

'

v:

report card showed all N*s, while the te ichor commented on
his lack of self-confidence, his reading difficulties, his
lack of interest, and his defeatist attitude,

-'he also

noted that he cried easily when scolded and that sithough
he wanted to be liked by hie peers, he did not know how to
get along.
lem.

Now Boy V1 was categorized as a discipline prob¬
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Boy #2
Boy

2 comes from a family of three children, he being

the only boy.

Bis f&fcher Is a farmer•

Outwardly this child personifies neglect.

His clothing

and general appearance present an unkempt and uroared for
look.
His I.Q, of 105 does not correspond with his school
achievement.
»ent),

Grade 1 reports show all X's (Needs* improve-

An interesting teacher corrent states:

"This hoy

needs to be shown that he can be successful,"
Mention is made throughout hie hlntory of poor eyesight.
At one point, however, a school nurse ha© noted that ^is? eye
problems are •self-inflloted1 and indicate a decide for
attention at any cost.
Again repetition of Grade X did not aeem to be the
solution.

Poor marks were again accompanied by adverse

comments.
In Grade 2, discipline had become a rroblam,

Accord¬

ing to the teceher, *¥he child Is sly, oooies, cheats, and
lies.

He cries easily end he is nervous end rude.
Note was wade of a comment made by his mother at a

parent-teacher conference.

According to her, the child1*

father often calls the child *dumb* causing him to feel
increasing inadequate.
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Boy #3
The picture of cleanliness, this boy * *8 a disap*
pointment to his dad who wanted a rough and tumble young*
eter.

His younger brother, however, satisfies his father’s

requirements.
K«rly In Grade 1, Boy ;/3,ss teacher reported that his
progress was good In ell subjects, but later In the year
it was noted that he needed to reinforce hi* read lag skills.
From this point on, reeding wee his weakness in spit® of a
very high I*Q.

(121).

Grade 2 reports also note his reeding weakness.
This boy’s mother has taken a gre*t deal of interest
in the problems and progress of her child.
Boy ^4
One of five boys, this child's father is a farmer.
According to teacher comments, Boy #4'a entire school
life can best be summarised as hard work, but failure.

His

Grade 1 reports show only J**« (Heeds improvement).
His mother has had a tendency to push him beyond his
capabilities and showed resentment at his Grade 1 retention.
Although fJOSMi progress wan made during his second year
at the Grad© 1 level, the teacher noted his 'nerd for praise
for things well don©.'
Crude 2 resulted in more failures end more below grade
level work,
#
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Boy #5
A very low I.CU (?7) has been a contributing factor in
the history of failure© for this chili.

Perhaps another

noteworthy factor is that he is one of ten children.
*

i'irst grad!* reports consisted of all N’s (&$*<£$ im¬
provement).

Teachers comments noted his bad behavior and

need for constant praise.

Physical punishment by other

members of his family wps noted

o hindrance to progress.

A second year at the Oredo 1 level was considered
necessary.

The reeul+a again were questionable with an

increase in his tendency to lose his tender.

love of ap¬

proval was again noted.
Grade ? was but a continuation of past defeats.

All

N9e constituted his re-art card while Interestingly, the
teacher again noted ‘Works best when praised end encouraged*.
Boy #6

;

Perhaps the fcost important factor In the history of
Boy i6 is that his twin sister was promoted at the end of
Grade 1 while ho was not.
All of hie records refer to hie small physical else
and his immaturity.

Ho did net begin to re&* until the end

of Grade 1 at which time the teacher noted th*t he lacked
oomprehnnsion.

The familiar comment,

companied his Grads 1 records.

*tiend* praise9 ac¬
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The value of hie Grade 1 repetition seems questionable
Indeed on the basis of his records.

Discipline became a

serious problem at school as well as »fc ho&a.
His Grade 2 performance shows some progress, but dis¬
cipline continued to be a major problem.

Psychiatric aid

was sought by the parents.
End of the year comment® by the teacher included,
•When he Is praised, he work® harder*.
Girl #1
Girl #1 comes from a family of seven children, some of
whom are retarded.

Her own

is 82.

Although quite an attractive child, she is often un¬
kempt •
Adjusting to school was a problem in Grade l.
marks were prevalent throughout.

Poor

Hepetition of Grade 1 was

characterized by little progress In any subject.

Her teach¬

er noted that she apparently does not understand accepted
behavior.
haver have this girl's parents attended s parent-teachV

er conference.
Girl #2
One of four girls in a family of five children, this
child in not orgy attractive in appearance, but she la also
extremely polite and co-operative.
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Although her X.Q. is 109, her reading difficulties be¬
gan In Grade 1,

Teacher comments consistently recognise her

sweetness, but also make note of her need for reassurance,
praise and extra love.
Her parents have taken much interest In her problem,
and they hove had the child tutored.
Selection of Testa
The selection of achievement end diagnostic tests was
mode by e qualified reading specialist.
The Burrell-BullIvan Achievement rests, Form A, wore
administered at the onset of the prograa, while parallel
Form B was administered at the end of the study.
The Durrell-Gullivan Heading Analysis Test was also
administered before and after the study.
A simple projective sentence completion test construct¬
ed by the investigator wos used early in the progress as woe
a direct sentence completion tost.
The Durrell Interest Inventory was selected on the
baftis of its complete coverage of interest areas.
Solanfelon of «flt.rl*lg
In order to avoid association with past failures, the
Investigator chose to use a basal text other than those with
which the subjects were familiar.

The Alice and Jerry Basic

Heading Program (How, Peterson) was selected.
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Supplementary material included ba^ic readers of DcottForesmann,

loughton-'lifflin, and Ginn*

Library books, mag¬

azines, and original stories were also used.
fathodn .Vse<S la tha i*svelopnent of Posltlvg Self-^oncepta
Blbliotherapy, or the use of books to provide the child
with specific experiences he lacks to satisfy basic psy¬
chological needs,1 was one of the techniques used In the at¬
tempt to develop positive self-concepts.

A series of orig¬

inal stories entitled the *1 Can Do It* series, was the ba¬
sis for this plan.

During the first class period of each

week, one of these stories was told.

The early stories

dealt with the problems of animated animals*

Eventually

the animal characters were replaced by children whose prob¬
lems very closely paralleled the specific problems of the
subjects.

All of the atarics have one common elementt the

problem of the main character is finally solved when ho dis¬
covers the magic in the words *X can do it f

Paper replicas

of the main characters of each story were wale by the sub¬
jects to take home as a reminder cf these magic words.

.

1

H*nr Jean Hw,
.Tara"-a.
nr"t vra^e FtoU.
Ginn end Company Contributions to Heading, Number 33, 19^.
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A 1arger replica w s prominently displayed at all times
within the classroom.

In tve event of a child's verbaliza¬

tion of the words ”1 can't do ifc*f he was reminded by the
Investigator of the character for the week.
Verbal praise and simple rewards such as paper stars
were used frequently.
Methods ttsea. ...In Creating a Dos Ira for §BflftllS
The Durrell Interest Inventory w«a administered to
determine the specific interests of each child.

This In¬

formation was supplemented with interests noted by the in¬
vestigator in class discussions.

Original stories of a

few paragraphs In length were written using the child's own
name.

Copies of each story were distributed periodically

to each child and read orally.

A short comprehension ex¬

ercise accompanied each.
Again praise and simple reward® played an important
role in creating a desire for success.
Methods i?B.a in Providing a Backlog of -Suttc«8.«e»
I

In order to break the failure habitf many opportunities
for success were provided.

The guided reading technique

was used frequently since through its use, success is more
readily achieved.
Workbook assignments were previewed thoroughly before
the children actually did them.

If at any time a child made

an error on an item, a small dot was placed next to that
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Item ?y the Investigator.

amice the correction.

The ohlid was thou allowed to

While ICO,* was narked on pages n^ed*.

ins no corrections, the symbol cx* marked on corrected
poges.

The symbol X

newer used, nor were negative

comments made.
Other written activities were provided by the instructs
or to correlate with the assigned Rtorlos.
designed m to insure success.

These were so

However, success was always

authentic.
£11 directions, both written m& oral, wore given in
positive terms.
Competition was completely eliminated since the invest¬
igator did not wish to risk influencing attitudes of the
losers through inevitable failures.

’•gtn-rlg P,#Ril..L^rxaY.14Aa«,as^aLa
since, as has already been noted, it would be diffi¬
cult for a child at this* level to set realistic goals for
*

himself, they were provided by the instructor.
the study, these goals were related orally.

Early in

For asample:

•Today we are going to see if we can ell hear the sound of
the letter *b# at the beginning of a word.

Before the les¬

son is over, we’ll each think of three word® that start
with the letter •h*."

3*

Goals were later referred to as •goals* ami were v/ritten by the investigator for each Individual dally.

G«ch

child found his list of goals at his place when he entered
the classroom.

Each then knew exactly what he w?s to accom¬

plish during the reading period.

Goals were always easily

attainable.
Upon completion of his goals for the day, the child was
given one-fifth of a paper animal.

On Friday, upon the com¬

pletion of his goals, he received the final portion of the
animal for the week.

These were pasted on a large construc¬

tion paper and l^ter made into a booklet.
Perhaps the most important factor in the methods was
the complete absence of negativism in directions or com¬
ments.

Every subject experienced only success during each

day’s reading session.

'

CKhPTEK IV
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
*

CHAPTER XV
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Sine® this study was action research, and since the
investigator wishes the results to be of value to classroom
teachers, the analysis of results will be of an informal
rather than highly statistical nature.
The following comparisons will be made:
(1)

Comparison of results of pre-test and post-test
scores according to the Durrell-Sulllvan Heading
Achievement Tests

(2)

Comparison of results of 1964 and 1965 Metropoli¬
tan Heading Achievement scores

(3)

Comparison of results of Durrell Reading Analysis
Tests

(4)

Comparison of results of direct and projective
sentence completion tests

JEM ...stute
Since the number of subjects was few, the results of
the pre-tests and post-tests (Forms A and B of the DurrellSulllvan Reading Achievement Tests) will be shown Individ¬
ually.
Although the Metropolitan Achievement Test was not an

integral part of this study* It was administered within
the regular classroom soon after the conclusion of the
study.

For that reason* the investigator has chosen to show

the comparison between the 1964 and 19&5 reading achievement
scores.

TABLE 2
GAINS IS READING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE DUBHELU
SULLIVAN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOE B0Y#1
GHADE LEVEL
PBE-TKST SCOHE (FORM A)

1.4

POST-TEST SCOBS (POEM 3)

1.9

Boy ^1 scored 1.4 on Form A of the Durrell-Sullivan
Heading Achievement Test while he scored 1.9 on Form B.
His gain in reading achievement was five months.

TABLE 3
GAINS IN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCOBDING TO THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOB BOY #1
YEAS

GRADE LEVEL

1964

1.2

1965

1.3

Boy #1 scored 1.2 on the Metropolitan Heading Achieve¬
ment test in 1964 while he scored 1.3 in 1965#
one month.

His gain was

:::: ::

v::.-

TA3LE 4
GAINS IN BEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCOBDINO TO THE DOBHELL.
SULLIVAN BEADING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOB SOY #2
GRADE LEVEL
PRE-TEST SCORE (PORK A)

2.3

POST.TEST SCORE (FORM

3.7

9)

3oy #2 scored 2.3 on Form A of the Durrel1-Sui11van
Reading Achievement Test while he scored 3.7 on Form B,
His gain in reading achievement was one year and four months.

■..nil—!■■■■
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TABLE 5
GAINS IN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE MBTROFOLITAH
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOB BOY #2
YEAR

GRADE LEVEL

196*

1.9

1965

3.2

Boy #2 scored 1.9 on the Metropolitan Beading Achieve¬
ment Test In 1964 while he scored
one year and three months.

3.2

In 19&5*

Mis gain was
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TABLE 6
GAIKS IN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE DUKRELLSULLIVAN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOB BOY #3
»
/

GRADE LEVEL
PRE-TEST SCORE (EORH A)

2.9

POST-TEST SCORE (POSH B)

3.4

Soy #3 scored 2.9 on Ferns A of the Durrell-Sullivan
Beading Achievement Test while he scored 3.4 on Form B.
His gain in reading achievement was five months.

TABLE ?
GAINS IN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOH BOY #3
—

YEAR

GRADE LEVEL

1964

2.1

1965

3.2

Boy #3 scored 2.1 on the Metropolitan Reading Achieve¬
ment Test in 1964 while he scored 3.2 In 196$.
one year and one month.

His gain was

TABLE 8
GAINS IN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE DUHHELLSULLIVAN BEADING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS POP. 30Y #4
'

GRADE LEVEL

PRE-TEST SCORE (FORM A)

3.0

POST-TEST SCORE (POBM B)

3.5

Boy #4 scored 3.0 on Kona A of the Dnrrell-Sullivan
Reading Aohlevament Test whtle he scored 3.5 on Kora B.
His gain In reading achievement was five months.

TABLE 9
GAINS IN READING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS POR BOY #4
YEAR

OSADE LEVEL

1964

2.k

1965

3.1

Boy >'4 scored 2.4 on the Metropolitan Reading Achieve¬
ment Test In 1964 while he scored 3.1 In 1965.
reading achievement wcs seven months.

His gain in

T»‘ 3LI- 10
GAINS IN HE ADING ACHIEVEMENT l, CCCUDINO TO THE DVRBELLSULLIVAN BEADING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOB BOY #5
GRADE LEVEL
PRE-TEST SCORE (FORM A)

2.5

POST-TEST SCORE (FORM 8)

2.9

Boy £5 scored 2.5 on fora A of the Durrell-Sulllvan
Heading Achievement Test while he scored 2.9 on Porrs a.
Hl3 gain In re ding achievement was four months.

TA'iLR 11
GAINS IN BEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOR SOY #5
YEAH

GRADE LEVEL

1964

1.8

1965

2.4

Boy 45 scored 1.8 on the Metropolitan Beading Achieve¬
ment Test In 1964 while he scored 2.4 In 1965.
was six months.

His gain
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TABLE 12
GAINS IN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE DUHRELLSULLIVAN READING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOR BOY 06
GRADE LEVEL
PRE-TEST SCORE (FORM A)

2.9

POST-TEST SCORE (FORM B)

3.4

Boy #6 scored 2.9 on Form A of the Ourrell-Suilivan
Heading Achievement Test while he scored 3.4 on Form 3.
Kis gain in reading achievement was five months.

TABLE 13
GAINS IN READING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOR BOY 06
YEAR

GRADE LEVEL

196fc

1.9

1965

2.5

Boy 06 scored 1.9 on the Metropolitan Healing Achieve¬
ment Test in 1964 while he scored 2.5 in 1965*
was six months

His gain

TABLE 14
GAINS IN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE DURFFLLSULLIVAN READING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOR GIRL #\
i

GRADE LEVEL

t

PHB-TEST SCORE (POEM A)

1.5

POST-TEST SCORE (POEM B)

1.8

Girl #1 scored 1.5 on Form A of the Durrall-Sullivan
Reading Achievement Test while she scored 1.8 on Form B.
Her gain in reading achievement was three months.

TABLE 15
GAINS IN BEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOB GIRL #1
Y5A3

GRADE LEVEL

1964

1.3

1965

1.5

Girl #1 scored 1.3 on the Metropolitan Reading Achieve¬
ment Test in 1964 while she scored 1.5 in 1965.
was two months.

Her gain

TABLE 16
OATHS IN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT ACOOPDING TO THE DURRELLSULLIVAN HEADING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOB GIRL #2
GRADE LEVEL
PBE-TEST 3C0HE (POBH A)

2.4

POST-TEST SCOEE (POEM 3)

2.8

Girl *:2 scored 2.k on Form A of the Lurrell-Sulllvan
Heading Achievement Test while she scored 2.8 on Toro B.
Her gain in reading achievement was four months.

TABLE 17
GAINS IN READING ACHIEVEMENT ACCORDING TO THE METROPOLITAN

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS FOR GIRL *2
XEAH

GRADE LEVEL

19^

1.9

1965

3.2

Girl #2 scored 1.9 on the Metropolitan Raiding Achievement
Test in 196^ while she scored B.2 In 1965.
one year and three months.

Her srain was
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Comparison of Dlngnqstlo Prg-tBSta »,nq

.Pqst-t.ests

The Burrell Analysis Tests were administered at the on¬
set of the study.

At that time, the reading specialist who

administered the tests reported that not one of the subjects
could function beyond the first selection making it impossi¬
ble for him to score the® accurately.
When parallel tests were administered at the end of
the study, the results were as follows:
Boy #1———High first grade to low second grade
Boy #2——Low third grad®
^

*

Boy #3——Low third grade
Boy ;f4———Low second grade
Boy #5——Low third grade
Girl #1--Low first grade
Girl #2——hid second grade

fcg. .at AlrxA

Irsds^issi Jaatiaaft

^glgLU^BL,TSLatft
The direct and projective sentence completion tests
were administered in order to give clearer oersonallty
pictures of the subjects.

It w*?s not the intention of the

investigator to make psychological interpretations of the
results.

Therefore, the analysis will be of a general

rather than specific nature.
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Strong similarities between the projective results and
the direct results were evident throughout.
ttesults showed that the subjects not only had neg tive
attitudes toward reading, but seemed to have the same attitude toward other activities associated with school.
Several of the subjects expressed fear of teacher
scoldings as a result of failures, while the reaction to
poor work ranged from upset stomachs to tears.
Only one of the subjects expressed happiness in refer¬
ence to school.
Changes la ?elf-Concerts
As was indicated in an earlier chapter, the difficulty
in measuring the self-concept through testing presents pre¬
sents a problem in describing changes.

For this reason,

much of the following information was gathered through ob¬
servation.
Results of Blblloth.rapy
Upon entering the reading group* each of the subjects
could be described as being easily discouraged and lacking
confidence.

Very often during the early part of the study,

the investigator found it necessary to remind the children
of the character for the week.

Gradually, however, it was

noted that the need for this reminder subsided.

Almost

never did anyone my that he or she could not do the task
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fit band,

If a boy or girl inadvertently said, *1 can't

do it", the rtmiidtr of the group was quick to say, *£e©eiaber Stretch l *, their favor!to 'I can do it* character.
Early in the study, several of the subjects agreed
that the main characters In the *1 can do It* stories
were not real.
was obvious.

However, their enthusing© for the stories
As the series progressed, they expressed

doubt as to their initial Judgment of the characters.

On

one occasion. Boy #4 entered the reading room and announced
excitedly that he had tried the ©agio words *1 can do it*
in order to finish a difficult arithmetic assignment during
the tire allotted by his classroom teacher.
work l ", was his happy exclamation.

*Tbey really

Others within the

group soon told of their own experiences with the magic
words.
The enthusiasm with which the children continually
attacked new work seemed to the investigator to be evi¬
dence of the gradual emergence of new self-concepts.
Clvang.a In AttlfaiA.ff Toward ft. ml In*
Since one of the pre-requisites for admission into
»

the reluctant reader group was a negative altitude toward
reading, all eight of the subjects showed sign® of a strong
dislike for all aspects of reading.

This could b* easily

observed in the belligerent attitudes toward the instructor,
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lack of interest in books, and negative comments.

Probably

the moat common comment early in the study was, *1 hate
reading l *
As the study progressed, however, suoh negative cor&menis
were replaced by such comments as, *1 wish we could read all
day l *
The enthusiasm with which the subjects entered the read¬
ing room was also indicative of a change in attitude.

While

early in the study they tended to procrastinate before en¬
tering the room, their actions later left little doubt a#
to the enthusiasm which they felt.

Classroom teachers com¬

mented to the investigator on many occasions concerning the
changing attitudes of the subjects toward all phases of
reading.
The investigator feels that the change in attitude can
be attributed to a combination of factors, probably the most
important of which is successful experience.
Other Observable Charges
(1) Discipline
As can be verified in the history of each child,
many of the subjects had at one time or another been
considered discipline problems.

The gradual relief

or improvement of this situation was noted by the in¬
vestigator as well as the regular classroom teachers.
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(?) Compatibility vithln th<*> Group
Th© dislike which most of those children felt for on©
another in October w*r> obvious rnd easily oboervnfcle.
Hfiire calling van frequent as vs kicking, hitting, and other
mean* of conveying their feelings.
By December, evidences of teamwork became noticeable.
Frequently a child would volunteer to help one of his
elasosintee by checking sight vocabulary or assisting with
other work.

There secured to bo a united effort for success.

^he tendency to tattle on one another also subsided as
did the cause for the tattling.
An incident of note was the sight of two boys, unable
to get along at the beginning of the study, sitting content¬
edly side by cldc holding hands while the investigator read
aloud to fcheo.
\

/

A

fia&aaa. i
SBMNASY AND CONCLUSIONS

V*

CHAPTER V
RESTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects
of a deliberately positive approach to the teaching of read,
ing on the reading achievement of reluctant readers.
The positive approach was formulated on the lnvestigatorfs belief that successful students:
(1)

Have positive self-concepts; that Is, they be¬
lieve in themselves and their own capabilities

(2)

Have strong desires to succeed

(3)

Have healthy baoklogs of successes to sustain
them through inevitable failures

(4)

Know where they are going; they are more likely
to have goals

The positive approach consisted of:
(1)

The systematic development of positive self-con¬
cepts

(2)

The creation of a desire to succeed

(3)

The provision of a backlog of successes

(4)

The provision of teacher-set goals

canslmtana
Since this study was action research, the writer wish¬
es to note the following limitations before drawing conclu¬
sions.

5?

(X)

The number of subjects was limited.

(2) The investigator did the actual teaching of the
program.
With these limitations clearly in mind, the following
conclusions have been drawns
(1)

Gains in reading achievement are positively re*
latad to the positive approach.

(2)

Positive attitudes toward the reading process can
be developed through successful experience.

(3)

Self-concepts can be strengthened through a com*
bination of bibllotherapy, successful experience,
and praise.

(4)

Disciplinary problems can be relieved through suc¬
cessful reading experiences.

(5)

Interest in reading can be strengthened through
individualized stories about a child using his own
name.

(6)

Simple material rewards are an effective means of
motivation.

(7)

Interest in reading can be strengthened through
the use of self-selected materials.

(8)

Provision of individualized written goals is an
effective means of motivation.

(9)

Happort between teacher and pupil can be strength¬
ened through the positive approach.
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(10)

The desire to succeed can be developed through
praise and simple rewards.

1* Are the effects of the positive approach temporary
or long lasting?

A longitudinal study of children who have

been taught through the positive approach and then returned
to the regular classroom and the conventional method of
teaching reading would help to provide the answer to this
question,
2. A longitudinal study of children who have been
subjected to the positive approach to the occlusion of all
others would give further evidence as to its true value,
3. A study in which Grade 1 children were given their
Initial reading experiences using the described positive
approach would help to answer the question concerning the
effects of early associations with reading failures,

km A study could be done in which the effects of the
positive approach with a large group rather than a small
group could be determined,
5. Studies could be done using the positive approach
in other subject areas such as arithmetic and spelling
providing valuable information to the classroom teacher.

———-——
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Durroll Interest Inventory
It is suggested that the interest inventory serve as
the basis for a conversation with the child.

Questions may

be asked in relation to any area in which the child shows
some interest.
1.

Hunting, fishing, camping, sailing, canoeing, hiking,
scouting.

2.

Horses, cows, sheep, chickens, dogs, oats, rabbits,
birds, etc.

3.

Flowers, gardens, trees, wlldflowers, stars, weather,
rocks, rivers.

4.

Automobiles, airplanes, radio, television, wireless,
railroads, bridges, construction.

$.

Carpentry, electricity, chemistry, photography, printing,
signaling.

6.

Drawing, painting, carving, modeling, basketry, metal¬
work, etc.

?•

Music, orchestra, piano, violin, dancing, dramatics,
debating, speaking.

8.

Seeding, poetry, plays, stories, mythology, Bible,
biography, adventure.

9.

Collecting:

stamps, stones, shells, bugs, flowers,

coins, and other collections.

V
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10.

Cooking, candy making, f&ncywork, sewing, weaving,
interior decorating.

11.

Card games, puzzles, checkers, chess, indoor games.

12.

Football, baseball, basketball, hockey, boxing, wrest¬
ling, etc.

13.

Swimming, skating, riding, tennis, golf, archery, ri¬
fle, skiing, acrobatics, bowling.

14.

History, geography, science, arithmetic, languages.

15.

What clubs do you belong to?
do for a living?

What do you Intend to
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Projective Sentence Completion Test
1.

When Jack Is in school, he likes to__
i

*

•

,

2.

When the teacher scolds Tommy, ho _

3.

John is not happy whan

4.

Sally
t if

whon she makes a mistake
,

t

4

5.

Jim thinks school is _.

6.

Dick wishes that his teacher would

7*

Betty thinks that reading is

8,

When Billy does poor work, he

9#

Sam’s favorite school work is____

10.

When Jerry goes to school he feels __

11.

When the work is hard, Bobby

12.

In his spare time, Johnny likes to
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Parallel Direct Sentence Completion Test

.

1

When I as in school, I like to

2.

When the teacher scolds me, X __

3.

I am not happy when___

fc*

I

5.

X think school is _____

6.

X wish that ray teacher would

7.

I think that reading is___

8.

When I do poor work I

9.

fty f&svorite school work is

,

when I make mistakes.

....•

i-

10.

When I go to school I feel

11.

When the work is hard, X

12.

In my spare tis*e I like to
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Sample Daily Schedule
(General)
* iiiiw

9:00-9:15

unuur

"

vrnv/ur

s.

u.iuur

1

Experience chart with all groups together.
Instructor prints sentences on chart as chil¬
dren dictate. Subjects vary. Children reed
the completed chart orally and illustrate if
time permits.
t

9:15-9:30

Read story in
basal reader.
Instructor uses
guided reading
technique.

Independent
reading. Chil¬
dren use library
books or supple¬
mentary series.

Flashcards
and/or vocab¬
ulary games.

9:30-9:^5

Independent
reading.

Flashcards and/
or vocabulary
games.

Guided
reading.

9:<»5_10:00

Flashcards
and/or vocabu¬
lary games.

Guided
reading.

Independent
rending.

1:00-1:15

All groups together.

1:15-1:30

Instructor reads to all groups.
story.

Phonics games •
Children select
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Sample of Individualized Written Goals
Your goals for today,
1.

Look over yesterday*s new words.

2.

remeriher them.
v
Choose any story that you would like to road In
your evtr? book.

See If you can

Head it to yourself.

3.

Hake n cloture about your story.

4.

-*«ke two picture^ cf things that start **ith these
blends:

5.

fl

eh

tr

oh

You b^ve reached your goals for today l

Mow you may

look at library books or play a word game.

These goals were individualized daily and were always
easily attainable.

The Instructor explained them whenever

necessary.
teaching these goals did not constitute a complete les¬
son, but only the Independent and review work, since much
teacher involvement Is usually essential in the presentation
of new work.

\
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Basic Heading Materials
The Alice and Jerry Basic Reading Program
Harper end How Publishers, Evanston, Illinois; Elmsford,
New York; Pleosontcn, California.
1957.

itea&ineag Hat.rlaU
OVEfi THE V ALL,
Developmental Beadinees Book
Picture Cards. (63 pictures, 6* r 9 inches, for use with
Over the Wall)
Pre-Primer EggggSS gfl&adalg
SKIP ALONG, First pro-primer
UHDSB THE 3KY, 'econd pra-prluer
OPIRIf THC DOOR, Third pre-primer
Pictures for Bklp Along, (24 pictures on 16-19 cards)
Pro-primer Workbooks
Prlaer Program Hatorlnla
DAY IN AND DAY OUT, Basic primer
Workbook to accompany Day In and Day Out
WISHING WELL, Parallel primer
m om BOOK, lumbers 5. 6, 7, and 8
First Header .Hataclole
BOUND ABOUT, Basic first reader
Workbook to accompany Bound About
ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN, Parallel first reader
«r OWR BOOK, Numbers 9, 10, 11, and 12
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Supplementary Basic Series
Ginn 3nglo

igqdlna

>orlea

Pre-Primer I——-— -My Little Red Story Book
Pre-Primer 11——————— -Hy Little Green Story Book
Pre-Primer III-—-———— -My Little Blue Story Book
Primer—————————— -The Little White House
First-Reader-——————— -On Cherry Street
Soott.. .Porwaman .Baala /^_a<Uajt ."artes
Pre-Primer I—-- -We Look and See
Pre-Primer II—

————— -We Work and Play

Pre-Primer III————- -We Come and Go
Junior Primer

—-———— -Guess Who

Primer———————.—— -Pun With Dick and Jane
First-Reader————— -Our Hew Friends
Second-Header (Part One)——— -Friends and Neighbors
Second-Reader (Part Two)——— -More Friends end Neighbors
Houirhton^

Mimin >j»lo Heading G«rlo»

Pro-Primer I- -Tip
Pre-Primer II—————— -Tip and Mitten
Pre-Primer III——————— -The Big Show
First-Reader—————— -Jaok and Janet
Second-Reader (Part One)——— -Come Along
Second-Reader (Part Two)--- -On We Go
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ample Individualized Story
Jennifer*® New "hoes
New words:

Jennifer, best, bought, shoes, dancing

On© day Jennifer and her mother went to the shoe store.
They looked at many shoes.
shoes.

They looked at red school

They looked at brown pl*y shoes.

white dancing shoes.
shoes best.

They looked at

But Jennifer liked the black Sunday

Mother bought the black shoes for Jennifer.

Jennifer was very happy 2

Pill in the blinks.
One day Jennifer and her mother went to the _
They looked at many

«

First they looked at __

_________ shoes.

Then they looked at
Next they looked at
Mother bought the

.

shoes.

__ shoes.
______ shoos for

Jennifer.
Jennifer was very happy !

Make Jennifer*s new shoos.
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Sample Individualized Stories
Tommie*» Sew Puppy
Sew word**

name, together

Tommie bar n ne*f puppy.
black with white spots.

He is very little.

Hie eyes ere Mr and brown.

To#»nie*p puppy likes to pipy ball.
and Jump.

He is

He likes to run

Tommie and hie puppy have fun together.

Can you helr> Tommie give hie new little ~uppy a name?
Hake Tommie and hi» puppy.

Then give the puppy a name.

Hike Goes Hunting
Hew words:

rifle, hunting, careful

Hike and his rather like to hunt.
a big gun.

Mike's father has

It le celled a rifle.

They hunt for rabbits in the woods.
careful with the gun.
What do Hike and hia father like to do?
What is Mike's father's gun called?
Why are Mike end his father careful?

*hey are very
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TAJLE 18
COMPARISON BETWEEN PHE-TEST AND POST.TES? HEADING ACHIEVE.
mm SCOBHS AND JUi v LS OK EXPECTANCY
PIE-TEST
SCORE

LEVEL OF
EXPECTAHOY
(1)

n

1.4

3.0

1.9

3.6

Soy #2

2.3

4.1

3.7

4.6

n

2.9

3.4

3.*

4.0

Boy #4

3.0

3.7

3.5

4.1

Boy #5

2.5

3.3

2.9

3.6

Boy #6

2.9

3.8

3.4

4.3

Girl # 1

1.5

2.6

1.8

3.0

2.4

3.1

2.8

3.7

Boy

Boy

Girl

9

2

POST-TEST
SCORE

LEVEL OP
EXPECTANCY
(2)

Level of expectancy (1) denotes the level of expectancy
at the beginning of the study, while level of expectancy (2)
denotes the level of expectancy at the conclusion of the
study.
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Sample from the "I Can Do It” Series
Stretch
"Why are you crying, Son?" asked Mother Giraffe kindly.
She could feel the hot moist tears sliding all the way down
'

1

*/

•

»

r

»

*

«

t

?

»

•

•

-t

j

her long slender neck from the very spot where her young son
was rubbing his tawny head.
"Oh, Mother," sobbed little Stretch, "all of my friends
can reach the tastiest leaves on the top of the tallest trees,
but I just can’t reach.

I've tried and tried, but I just

can’t do it 2 "
"Nonsense 2 " scolded Mother Giraffe gently.

"You only

think you can’t • "
"What a silly thing tc say," thought little Stretch.
"I know very well I can’t reach.

I’ve tried and tried."

"Now dry your eyes on my apron and forget about the
leaves," continued Mother.

"Hun along and play until sup¬

per time."
So sad Stretch reached obediently for his mother’s
polka-dotted apron and dried his teary brown eyes.

But he

knew that he couldn't forget about those tasty leaves.
Hilda the Hippo was Just waking up from her afternoon
snooze when Stretch ambled by her mud-hole home.
there, Stretch," yawned Hilda lazily.
sad today?"

"Hi,

"Why do you look so
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•Oh, nothing," fibbed Stretch.

"I was just wondering,

Hilda, what do you do when you want to do something that’s
very hard?"
"Oh, that’s easy," confided Hilda happily.

ttI just

close my ey©3 and count to ten slowly before I try anything.
It always works for me."
"Thanks, Hilda," shouted Stretch, but she could hardly
hear him for his lanky legs had carried him almost to the
t^ll trees before the words were out of his mouth.
"I’ll try counting to ten before I reach for those
7

leaves," ho thought, "but I suppose it won’t work for me."
And he was right.

It didn’t work.

No matter how many times

he counted to ten slowly, tie still couldn’t reach the tin-top
leaves.
"Ch, dear," sighed Stretch to himself,
be able to help me find the answer."

"-'omeone must

So off he went looking

for more advice.
Lcuie Lion was lolling around in the sun smack in
Stretch’s path.

"Louie knows everything," thought the long-

legged little giraffe.

"Surely he’ll know what to do."

"Louie," he asked hopefully, "what do you do when you
wont to do something that’s very hard?"
"That’s easy," growled Louie.
roar first.

"I just give a great big

That makes me feel big and strong.

Then I can
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do anything."
"Thanks, Louie/’ shouted Stretch, but all the way to
the trees he told himself that it would never work.
he was right.

Again

How could it possibly work when everyone

knows that giraffes can just barely moo, never mind roar i
His feeble little moo didn’t, make him fee] big and strong
at all.

He only felt more and more certain that he'd never

be able to reach those Juicy leaves.
Poor discouraged Stretch was about to give up and go
home when he heard seme loud chattering in a near-by tree.
Mickey Monkey was having a wonderful time swinging from
branch to branch by his tail.
he sailed •

Way to the top of the trees

"That's it l * shouted Stretch.

That must be the answer 1 "

"X have a tail.

But it didn't take long for him

to discover that a giraffe's tail la not meant for swinging*.
As he picked himself up from the hard ground, he knew for
sure that he would never be able to roeoh the tr~e tons.
Mother had supoer all ready when her discouraged little
son arrived home.
acid softly,

She must have sensed his feelings for she

"*y son, I want to tell you a secret.

If you

believe what I tell you, you will be able to reach those
leaves and io many other things besides.
fully.

Here's what you must do.

Sow listen care¬

You must say these magic
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words over and over to yourself*
It**

*1 can do It*

I can do

Then you must think about how nice it will be when

you do reach the top of the trees.

How surprised your

friends will be and how good those leaves will taste •
You must try very very hard, but the most important thing
to remember is to say and believe the magic words."
Nothing else had worked, so little Stretch was more
than willing to try his mother's secret.

That night when

he went to bed, he said the magic words over and over.

He

thought so hard about what it would be like to reach those
*

,

Juicy leaves that he could even taste them in his dream®.
When morning came, he kept right on saying the magic
words all the way to the tall trees.
Now the time had come to test their magic.

As he

stood nevt to the very tallest tree, he repeated the words
Just once more.

Then he pointed His nose toward the sky and

stretched and stretched with all of his might.
it l

I can do it i " he was saying to himself.

know what?

He DID !

"I can do
And do you
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